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ABSTRACT
Smart materials are materials that can change its properties in a specific manner according to the external stimulus. The
external stimulus may be electricity, heat,  magnetic waves, nuclear radiation, etc. They are able to perceive and feel the
stimuli from the environment as well as from their inner, to react on stimuli and adapt to them by integration of
functionalities in their structures. Smart or intelligent materials form a group of new and state of art materials now being
developed that will have a significant influence on many of present-day technologies. The word ‘Smart’  implies  that
these materials are able to sense changes in their environments and then respond to these changes in predetermined
manners—traits that are also found in living organisms. This paper is the result of a comprehensive review about the
importance, types and applications of smart materials.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The increase in demand for modern industrial, military, commercial, medical and aerospace products has
increased the thirst of researchers and has turned their focus on advanced materials. These are the latest
developing materials overcoming the conventional materials. These new advanced materials are termed as
smart materials or intelligent materials. Smartness refers to be clever, sharp, active, self adaptability, self
sensing and multiple functionalities of the materials. They possess adaptive capabilities to external stimuli
such as load or environment with inherent intelligence. The need for such smart material is that it can
accommodate unpredictable environments and can meet the exact requirement of the user. (Rogers 1988)
defined smart materials as materials which possess the ability to change their physical properties in a specific
manner in response to specific stimulus input. The stimuli could be pressure, temperature, electric and
magnetic fields, chemicals or nuclear radiation. The focus of this paper is to review the basic principles, types
and applications of smart materials.

2 NEED FOR SMART MATERIALS
Smart materials are materials that possess adaptive capability to external stimuli. High performance

material can be introduced as building media for entire structure or selectively used in critical components of a
structure. These materials promise easier, less costly and more durable construction than conventional
materials. These smart materials provide an important opportunity for the design of new structure and
rehabilitation of aging damaged structures. Smart materials are products of new emerging science and
technology. The advent of smart materials has revolutionized their use in numerous infrastructural system and
are also picking up at an unprecedented pace. Smart material have one or more properties that can be
significantly changed in controlled fashion by external stimuli such as stress, temperature, moisture, pH,
electric or magnetic fields. Significant breakthrough are expected in new composite materials especially in
those application such as electronic, optic and biomedical.
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3 CLASSIFICATION OF SMART MATERIALS
Smart materials can be classified into two types either active or passive.

Fig 1: Types of smart materials

Fairweather (1998) defined active smart materials as those materials which possess the capacity to modify
their geometric or material properties under the application of electric, thermal or magnetic fields thereby
acquiring an inherent capacity to transducer energy. Piezoelectric materials, SMAs, ER fluids and
magnetostrictive materials are considered to be active smart materials. The materials which lack the inherent
capability to transduce energy is called as passive smart materials. Fiber optic material is a good example for
passive smart material.

4 TYPES OF SMART MATERIALS
According to the properties, the smart materials are classified into many types.

4.1 Shape memory Alloy
Shape memory alloy is very common example of smart material. These materials can be transformed into any
shape but on heating or cooling it will remember its original shape and gets transformed into the original
shape. They are also referred as “Intelligent Materials” Basically these type of smart material has tendency to
retain its original when subjected to external stimuli i.e. stress. These shape changes occurs between two
phase martensite to austenite. Martensite phase is stable at lower temperature and austenite phase is stable at
higher temperature. Basically these material exist between two phase.

Fig 2: Forms of SMA
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Because of these excellent mechanical properties the application of these materials has been increasing day
by day such as in the field of automotive, aerospace, mini actuators and micro electromechanical systems
(MEMS) and biomedical.
4.2 Piezoelectric materials
These are also the one of the most common type of smart materials. Piezoelectric materials has tendency to
produce voltage when stress is applied and same process can happens in a reversible manner.  The structure
made with this material can bend, expand and compress.
4.3 Thermo-responsive Materials
In this kind of smart materials, these materials have ability to hold different shapes at different temperature.
4.4 Magneto-restrictive Materials
These materials are that kind of Smart materials that can alter their shape when subjected to magnetic field.
This is reversible process so when magnetic field will be applied then change in shape will occur. These
materials are almost similar to the piezoelectric materials difference is only that they respond to electric field
while magneto-restrictive material has tendency to response to the magnetic field.
4.5 Chromic Materials
These materials have very excellent property to change their color when subjected to external impetus
(temperature, lights, electric field). These materials can more classified into (i) Thermochromic materials (ii)
Photo chromic materials (iii) Halo chromic materials.
4.6 pH sensitive materials
This kind of smart materials have properties to change their color when their will be the change in the acidity
of the liquid. These kind of smart materials can be use to indicates the corrosion by mixing it with the paint.
4.7 Magneto-rheostatic fluid
This is also a type of smart material in which a fluid who has viscosity almost to the oil will solidifies when
brings into the magnetic field.  The solidification of the liquid is that much strong that it can lift 100kgs
without any problem.
The various properties of smart materials can be represented as

1) Stress 1) Electric charge

2) Electric field 2) Mechanical strain

Electric field Change in viscosity

Magnetic field Mechanical strain

Heat Original memorized shape

Piezoelectric material

Magneto-rheostatic fluid

Magneto-strictive material

Shape memory alloy
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5 APPLICATIONS OF SMART MATERIALS
Smart materials find a wide range of applications due to their varied response to external stimuli. The different
areas of application can be in our day to day life, aerospace, civil engineering applications and mechatronics.
As far as the technical applications of smart materials is concerned, it involves composite materials embedded
with fiber optics, actuators, sensors, Micro-Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS), vibration control, sound
control, shape
control, product health or lifetime monitoring, cure monitoring, intelligent processing, active and passive
controls, self-repair, artificial organs, novel indicating devices, designed magnets, damping aeroelastic
stability and stress distributions.

Fig 3: Applications of smart materials

Conventional engineering structures operate at their limited performance compared to smart materials
which have an increasing range of application in the following. Smart structures are found in automobiles,
space systems, aircrafts, naval vessels, machine tools, recreation and medical devices. In civil structures they
were widely employed in construction of smart buildings, for environmental control, security and structural
health monitoring, cable stayed bridges and reduce the effects of earth quakes.

6 CONCLUSION
The technology of smart materials is a highly interdisciplinary field. Active controllable smart

electro/magneto materials provide new dimensions and design opportunities for precision and high-
performance devices, structures, mechatronic systems and structronic systems. Synergistically integrating
smart materials, sensors/actuators, control electronics, computers, and artificial intelligence further enhances
conventional mechatronic devices or systems to a new generation of fully integrated smart structures and
structronic systems.
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